
Choose a YAM as your
trusty partner
Jump into a YAM and join the thousands of happy owners

cruising round the ports, marinas and inland waters of

Europe. Renowned for their simple, stylish designs, ease

of use and refreshing value for money, Yam in atables

help people get out on the water more easily – and have

more fun.

All YAM models share the Yamaha reputation for proven

reliability – and durability that's really long-lasting. The

special hulls and keels ensure practicality, agility and

performance while o ering a comfortable, secure ride.

Just add a Yamaha outboard, with its all-weather

reliability and world class performance – for an

unbeatable package.

Great as a basic user-friendly tender

or runabout

High-speed air pump for quick set-up

and get-away.

Strong roll-up slatted  oor

Very stable and comfortable ride

Simple to control and manoeuvre

Easy-stow aluminium oars with tube

clips

Sturdy rowlocks make rowing easy

Air valve  ush with tube prevents

snagging

Ideal for a small Yamaha outboard

motor

Quick and easy to pack up and stow

away
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Choose a YAM as your trusty partner
For getting out on the water with the minimum of fuss and e ort, there's no better choice than the

YAM 230B.

This user-friendly, tough little runabout is ideal for camping and  shing, small boat tender duties or

just for messing about on the water. You can in ate or pack it away in minutes using the standard

high-speed air pump, while the lightweight slatted  oor simply rolls up – and your YAM is easily

stowable in a boat locker, car trunk or even a cupboard at home.

Use the strong aluminium oars, with their sturdy rowlocks and easy-stow clips on the tube-sides – or

 t a small, reliable Yamaha outboard. Either way, you'll be delighted with this stylish little runabout.
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Easy to transport

Every YAM comes with everything needed

for instant boating enjoyment. The strong

carrying bag is convenient for stowing

your YAM in a car boot or on a roof rack –

 and the  oors, seats and  ttings are all

very simple to install. A powerful air pump

is also supplied, so your YAM will be ready

to go in a matter of minutes.

Ready to take care of you

In addition to safety features like strong,

secure grab-handles, seat patches and D-

rings, comfort is also a top priority. Our

ingenious high-quality air valve is a good

example – exceptionally reliable and

airtight, it's easy to operate and is  ush

with the surface of the tube, preventing

snagging or discomfort.

Quick and easy to pack up

The YAM 230B has a lightweight slatted

 oor that rolls up with the boat. It can be

in ated or packed away in minutes, using

the high-speed air pump that comes as a

standard.

Light and easy to control

The YAM 230B is supplied with aluminium

oars that are light yet strong, along with

easy-stow clips on the tube-sides – and

sturdy rowlocks. So manoeuvering around,

whether out of necessity or purely for

pleasure, is simple and relaxing. All in all,

it's a practically perfect package.

Built to last

For maximum strength and good looks,

The YAM 230B is constructed using the

latest generation 1100 DECITEX PVC

material, with all seams and joints glue-

bonded for optimum watertightness and

safety. The result is a smart, clean

exterior surface that is highly resistant to

abrasion, salt water and sunlight.

Perfect partners

Yamaha outboards are renowned for their

turnkey reliability and YAM in atables are

designed to be the perfect match. With a

huge range of Yamaha outboards to choose

from, it's easy to  nd the perfect

combination of engine and in atable.
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All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance

in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.

Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal  oatation

device and safety equipment when boating.

All information in this catalogue is given for general guidance only and is subject to change without prior

notice. Photographs may show boats being driven by professionals and no recommendation or guidance

in respect of safe operation or style of use is intended or implied by the publication of these images.

Always respect the local maritime regulations. Always wear the recommended personal  otation device

and safety equipment when boating. YAM is a Registered Trade Mark of Yamaha Motor Europe NV
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